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In smart grid, the relation between grid and customer is bidirectional. Therefore, analyzing load consumption 

patterns is essential for optimal and efficient operation and planning of smart grid in addition to precise load 

forecasting. However, emergence of the advanced metering infrastructure, which enables a two-way flow of data 

and power consumption between consumers and suppliers, has resulted in data explosion in smart grid 

applications. Because of the volume and velocity of data generation in recent years, traditional data analysis 

methods are inefficient. Therefore, new methods of analyzing such as “data mining”, which segments data before 

analyzing and manipulating, are recommended. Clustering, as a well-known method in data mining, has 

extensively been employed in recent electricity industry. This article argues that even though clustering methods 

can be directly applied to raw data of electricity consumption, this approach is inefficient since it requires storage 

and processing of high-dimensional and high-volume data. Hence, it would be more beneficial to cluster 

consumption data in a space of reduced dimension. In this paper, the authors propose a new structure for 

dimension reduction to refine the electricity consumption data. This method aims to increase the accuracy and 

decrease the time of clustering. The results are compared with the famous method of dimension reduction, 

component analysis (PCA). The authors evaluate the proposed technique using datasets from Kaveh, an industrial 

area in Iran. 
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Nomenclature 

i, j, k Index of cluster 

m Feature index for elements of xi 

NCluster Total number of clusters 

Ndataset Number of members of the dataset 

NF Number of features 

c Cluster’s centroid 

cc1,cc2 Centroids of first and second clusters, 

respectively. 

ni, nj, nk Number of members of the clusters i, j and k, 

respectively 

ra A positive constant which defines the 

neighborhood of a data point. 

rb A positive constant to seperate the cluster centers 

, ,a b   Coefficients 

 

 Probability of the occurrence of the cluster i 

datasetMean  The mean of the dataset 

Dbase Dispersion of base dataset 

Sfactor Similarity factor 

i
xD   Density of each data point 

1cD  Density of the first cluster’s centroid 

 xi Each observation in dataset 

( )ix m  The mth feature of the observation xi 

dik, djk, dij The pairwise distances between the clusters i and 

k, j and k, and i and j, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

As the use of electricity grows more and more in modern life, 
an increase in average use and peak demand is an unavoidable fact. 
It is expected that the world’s power consumption will rise by 53% 
by 2035 [1]. Due to this fact, the interest in analyzing load 
consumption patterns is gaining more importance [2]. In recent 
years, researchers in the field of smart grid use different methods of 
data mining, such as clustering, for analyzing datasets about load 
consumption patterns [3]. Clustering is one of the famous methods 
in data mining. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest 
in using the clustering approaches in the engineering application 
especially in the field of electrical power system. Consumption 
pattern segmentation, load modeling and forecasting based on 
clustering are hot research topics in this field [4-6]. 

Through clustering the data measured by advanced metering 
infrastructure, we try to extract informative characteristics and the 
pattern of the consumption to attain a probabilistic load model [7].  

Recently, researchers in the field of smart grid have applied 
different methods of clustering on load consumption profiles, in 
different countries. The most known method of clustering, K-means, 
was applied on load datasets in different studies [8-10]. Researchers 
used K-means for clustering American residential load profiles in 
[9], and it was figured out that there are two main groups of users 
for each season. In addition, this article draws correlations to 
different profiles and found that some variables affect the shape of 
load profile significantly. As an instance, the hour of television 
watch per week and education levels have been drastically affected 
if someone works at home. In [10], K-means clustering method was 
applied on real power consumption and total harmonic distortion 
(THD) and the effectiveness of the combined method is verified by 
fuzzy logic technique. The authors in [8] have analyzed commercial 
and industrial load patterns. In this study, K-means was applied on 
data with different time resolutions, typical daily profiles (TDP) and 
typical weekly profiles (TWP). The authors in [11] have used 
dynamic clustering for verifying residential electricity users of 
Spain. They identify three main types of energy consumption users. 
Peak hours are different in these clusters. In [12], 1.2 million load 
patterns were verified. These load profiles are residential, industrial 
and commercial. Hierarchical clustering was used for analyzing this 
dataset. Due to the fact that, customers’ behavior affects the 
consumption patterns, different studies has been done in the field of 
forecasting load pattern based on customers’ behavior. The 
application of clustering in load forecasting was verified in [13-15]. 
For instance, in [10], k-means clustering was applied on data. After 
clustering, the similarities of customers’ behavior of each cluster 
were studied. By considering these similarities, the load pattern of 
each group was forecasted. By combining of forecasts of each 
group, the entire load usage pattern was calculated. The load 
consumption patterns of a university campus were analyzed in [16]. 

K-means algorithm was applied on this data and the results were 
used for optimizing the usage of this area. In [17], it was shown that 
estimating load consumption based on K-means clustering has more 
accurate results. Due to the fact that K-means suffers from local 
optimal solutions, [18] presents a hierarchical K-means which 
overcame this problem and has more accurate results. Many articles 
used fuzzy C-means for analyzing the data and the results were 
compared with other methods of clustering. For instance, the authors 
in [19] analyzed the load profiles of seven areas of Italy by using 
fuzzy C-means (FCM) and linkage clustering methods. They 
applied these algorithms on raw data, normalized data, and on some 
features that were extracted from data. They aimed at segmenting 
data in three clusters. These clusters show working day’s pattern, 
holiday’s pattern and semi-holiday’s pattern. Interestingly, they 
conclude that if they apply clustering in two steps and on features 
that were extracted from the main data, the load prediction will be 

more accurate. In [20], fuzzy clustering method has been applied on 
the data from smart grid to model the demand response. By 
considering dynamic prices, consumers reshape their consumption. It 
is showed that load shedding and valley filling can be resulted from 
demand response modeling. Electricity consumption patterns of China 
were analyzed in [21, 22]. FCM were applied on these data and the 
effectiveness of this algorithm was demonstrated based on different 
validity indexes. In [23], different methods of clustering including K-
means, hierarchical, and the Gaussian mixture model-based clustering, 
were applied on load data to obtain optimal number of clusters. The 
result of this research has been used for defining better time of use 
pricing. Different methods of clustering such as K-means, K-medoid 
and self-organizing map have been applied on load data of Ireland in 
[5]. It was figured out the most proper algorithm for clustering these 
data is the self-organizing map method. The result of this clustering 
was used for extracting the relation between electricity pattern and 
customer manner. The authors in [24] have emphasized on the high 
voltage users’ and industrial customers’ load data. Different validity 
indices were calculated to find the most proper method of clustering 
and the optimal number of clusters. 

Due to the velocity of production, volume and high dimensions of 
load datasets, many studies used different methods of dimension 
reduction to increase the speed of calculations [25-27]. For instance, 
in [25, 27], wavelet transform was applied on dataset before clustering 
in order to dimension reduction. Similarly, the authors in [28] have 
discussed different methods of clustering, and 18,200,000 load 
profiles were verified. Because of high dimension of this dataset, the 
principal component analysis was used for dimension reduction. 

This work presented a novel method of dimension reduction, 
comparative strainer (CS) which has the following desirable 
characteristics in comparison with PCA: 1) CS omits the outliers of 
dataset, but PCA has a tendency to lose useful information, 2) CS 
reduces the time of analysis more than PCA. To prove these, the 
authors applied these methods on Kaveh industrial dataset. Kaveh 
industrial zone located at Saveh is the largest industrial zone in Iran. 
More than 500 factories have been located in this industrial zone. Due 
to the fact that more than 80% of electricity usage of Saveh is 
industrial, analyzing this data plays an important role in electricity 
management. The results of this analysis can be used for defining 
time-varying tariffs based on the peak hours of centroids of clusters. 
Researchers can take advantage of the results for proper planning of 
installing DGs and renewable sources. 

This work aims to propose a new method of clustering called 
“comparative strainer”. In this method, the combination of dimension 
reduction and linkage-ward clustering is applied on dataset. This 
algorithm was applied on electricity dataset and for demonstrating the 
effectiveness of CS, the results are compared with PCA clustering. It 
is shown that the proposed method increases the accuracy and reduces 
the time of analysis more than PCA clustering. Figure 1 illustrates the 

general architecture of this research. The proposed comparative 
strainer clustering method is described in detail in Section 2.6.  

2. Methodology 

This section presents an overview of the geographical location of 
Kaveh, clustering and principle analysis component. Finally, 
comparative strainer clustering is introduced and the procedures of this 
algorithm are described.  

2.1. The Geographical Location of Kaveh 

Kaveh industrial city is located in Saveh country, Markazi 
province, Iran. Because of its appropriate location and being a 
neighbor to populated and industrial provinces (Tehran and Isfahan), 
this city is one of the most proper areas for building different 
companies and factories. Therefore, the electricity usage is high there 
and the energy management plays an important role there.  
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the research 

 

Fig. 2. Map of Kaveh in Markazi province of Iran 

2.2. Data analysis 

For the purpose of this work, the authors considered the actual 
industrial load data of industrial zone, Kaveh, in Iran during four 
years (2006-2009), which is measured each 60 minutes. Figure 3 
displays load consumption pattern for 50 days of a year (2009). 
These days are chosen randomly from the main dataset. 

  

 

Fig. 3. Industrial load consumption pattern for 50 days of Kaveh, Iran 

2.3. Clustering 

The increasing amount of data being generated each year makes it 
critical to extract the useful information from that data. Because of the 
amount of data, traditional methods are not useful for analyzing the 
high-dimensional data. Therefore, new approaches of analyzing and 
verifying are recommended as data mining [29, 30], the process of 
extracting data set, analyzing it from many dimensions or 
perspectives, then producing a summary of the information in a useful 
form. 

Clustering analysis is one of the most important and powerful 
branches of data mining and also a useful data analysis tool. Clustering 
methods segment the objects into optimally homogeneous groups, 
assuming measures of similarity among the objects. As it shown in 
Figure 4, clustering algorithms are broadly classified into overlapping 
and exclusive algorithms. Overlapping clustering algorithm assigns a 
data point to all clusters with different percentages. But, in exclusive 

clustering, each data just belongs to one cluster. Exclusive clustering 
can be further classified into hierarchical and partitioned clustering. 
Partitioned clustering directly divides data segments into a pre-
determined number of clusters without building a hierarchical 
structure, whereas hierarchical clustering seeks to build a hierarchy of 
clusters with a sequence of nested partitions, either from singleton 
clusters to a cluster including all data segments or vice versa [31, 32].  

Clustering allows researchers to compress a big amount of data 
into single data, corresponding to the representative of that cluster. 
This causes data dimension reduction, which raises the speed of 
analyzing the data. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Classification of clustering methods  

There are many ways of clustering N data points (in a 24-
dimensional space) in to K classes. We applied the linkage-ward (LW) 
clustering, which is one of the most common algorithms for 
partitioning [33]. LW is a hierarchical clustering method. This 
algorithm begins with considering each data as a cluster, and then 
clusters are merged together iteratively until only K clusters are 
remained. The merging policy analyzes the dissimilarity between 
existing clusters, and chooses the two clusters to be merged which 
guarantee the minimum increase of a particular objective function of 
interest. Overall, with hierarchical clustering, the sum of squares starts 
out at zero, because every point is in its own cluster, and then grows 
as we merge clusters. Ward’s method keeps this growth as small as 
possible. In Ward’s method the objective function, merging cost, is the 
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sum of squares from the points to the centroids, which is shown in 
the following equation: 

,i j k ik jk ij ik jkd ad ad bd d d+ = + + + −  (1) 

where the coefficients a, b, and c are defined as: 

 , , 0i k k

i j k i j k

n n n
a b

n n n n n n


+
= = − =

+ + + +

 

Clusters with minimum distance, based on the equation (1), 
merged together in each updating step. Figure 5 depicts the 
flowchart of this method. 

The mean of the members of each cluster is chosen as centroid 
of each cluster using (2). 
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Fig. 5. Linkage-ward flowchart 

2.4. Optimal number of clusters 

For choosing optimal number of clusters, we used subtractive 
clustering. Subtractive clustering is a method to find the optimal 
number of data points to define a cluster centroid based on the 
density of surrounding data points. In the first step of this method, 
each data point is a candidate for a cluster center, then the density 
of each of them is calculated based on the following equation: 

( )

2

2
1

exp( )
/ 2

i

n
i j

x

j a

x x
D

r=

−
= −  (3) 

A data point will have a high-density value if it has many 
neighboring data points. After the density measure of each data 
point has been calculated, the data point with the highest density 

measure is selected as the first cluster center. Let Xc1 be the point 
selected and Dc1 its density measure. Next, the density measure for 
each data point xi is revised by following equation: 
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1 2
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/ 2
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i c
x x c

b

x c
D D D

r

 −
 = −
 
 

 (4) 

After the density calculation for each data point is revised, the nest 
cluster center cc2 is selected, and all of the density calculations for 
data points are revised again. This process is repeated until a sufficient 
number of cluster centers are generated.  

2.4. Probability 

The probability of occurrence of each cluster can be calculated by 
the following equation: 

1

i
i N

j

j

n
P

n
=

=



 

(5) 

2.5. Principal component analysis 

When large multivariate datasets are analyzed, it is often desirable 
to reduce their dimensionality. One of the most important methods of 
dimension reduction is the principle component analysis (PCA). This 
method involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a number 
of (possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number of 
uncorrelated variables called as the “principal component”. In other 
words, PCA aims at reducing the diversion of a d-dimensional dataset 
by projecting it into a k-dimensional subspace (where k<d), in order 
to increase the computational efficiency while retaining most of the 
information. The PCA method transforms the data to a new coordinate 
system such that the first principal component accounts for as much 
of the variability in the data as possible [34, 35]. 

  

 

Fig. 6. First and second principle components of data points  

2.6. Comparative Strainer method 

The first point of this method is reducing the dimension of dataset 
before clustering and the second point is how to omit outliers from 
datasets. In comparative strainer (CS) method, the dataset is divided 
into smaller datasets, and then clustering is applied on one of these 
subsets and centroid of each cluster is measured. Now the strainer 
should identify the outliers or update centroids by comparing members 
of other subsets and centroids. The proposed method is summarized 
into 7 steps as: 

Step 1: Separation of data 

We separate each year’s data.  
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Step 2: Dispersion of data 

For choosing the base dataset, we calculate the dispersion of 
four datasets. This calculation is based on the maximum distance 
between load patterns in each dataset which is measured based on 
Euclidean norm (6). The dataset with the maximum dispersion is 
chosen as the base dataset. 

2

11
1

( ( ) ( ))
dataset F

N Num

i j

mi
j i

dist x m x m
==

= +

= −   
(6) 

Step 3: Mean of datasets 

Here the mean of each dataset is calculated. 

1

dataset
N

i

i
dataset

dataset

x

Mean
N

==


 (7) 

Step 4: Ratio 

The ratio between each dataset’s mean and the base dataset’ 
mean is calculated in this step. Then each dataset is multiplied by 
the ratio. 

Step 5: Cluster 

The clustering method is applied on the base dataset and 
representatives are calculated. 

Step 6: Sfactor 

For comparing the similarity of data points with centroid of each 
cluster, Sfactor is calculated based on equation (8). 

base

Cluster

D
Sfactor

N
=  (8) 

Step 7: Compare and strain 

Compare the members of each dataset with the centroid of each 
cluster based on Euclidean norm. This norm measures the distance 
between each representative and load patterns in other datasets. 

If dist is lower than Sfactor, it means that the load pattern is 
correlated with a centroid and the centroid is updated. Else, it will 
be saved in a matrix named as Pmatrix. This matrix is used to save 
outliers. 

3. Results 

The LW clustering method is applied on the studied data in 
MATLAB. Based on the subtractive clustering method, ra varying 
from 0.8 to 1, the proper number of clusters for this dataset is 3, 
which can be considered as low, median and high electricity users. 
The mean of the members of each cluster is chosen as representative 
for each one. We consider three types of industrial users as low, 
median and high electricity users. 

In first step, we apply LW clustering on the raw data, then after 
using PCA to have dimension reduction, LW method is applied. 
Finally, we use our new method (i.e. CS algorithm) for clustering 
this dataset based on the following steps. 

Step 1: Separation of data 

We have the industrial consumption pattern of four years. 
Therefore, we will have 4 datasets.  

(data2006, data2007, data2008, data2009) 

Step 2: Dispersion of data 

As it is illustrated in Table 1, the dataset of 2009 has the 
maximum dispersion. This dataset is chosen as the base dataset. 

Step 3: Mean of datasets 

Table 2 displays the mean of each dataset. 

Step 4: Ratio 

Table 3 illustrates the ratio between datasets. 

Step 5: Cluster 

The LW method is applied on the base dataset and representatives 
are calculated. 

Step 6: Sfactor 

We have 3 clusters here. Therefore, n is 3 in Sfactor. 

Step 7: Compare and strain 

By comparing other data points with the centroids, the outliers 
removed and the centroids are updated with homologous ones. 

Figure 7 depicts the representatives of each cluster in different 
methods of clustering as: 

I- Raw clustering (original) 

II- PCA clustering, and 

III- CS clustering 

Table 4 displays the sum of error between the original 
representatives (from raw clustering) and the representatives in other 
methods base on the Euclidean norm. The probability of occurrence 
of each cluster is displayed in table 5 and the time of clustering of three 
methods is showed in table 6. 

It is figured out that about 0.1% of dataset is outlier, and the CS 
method omits these outliers. 

Table 1. Dispersion of each dataset 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Dispersion 

(MW) 
73.59 106.24 109.93 119.48 

Table 2. Mean of load consumption in each year (MW) 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 

1 22.759 25.321 26.082 25.372 

2 23.161 25.769 26.543 25.820 

3 22.227 24.730 25.473 24.780 

4 21.977 24.452 25.187 24.501 

5 21.316 23.716 24.429 23.764 

6 20.091 22.354 23.026 22.399 

7 21.645 24.082 24.806 24.130 

8 24.095 26.808 27.614 26.862 

9 24.978 27.791 28.626 27.846 

10 24.919 27.725 28.558 27.780 

11 25.367 28.223 29.072 28.280 

12 24.805 27.598 28.427 27.653 

13 23.659 26.323 27.115 26.376 

14 22.045 24.527 25.265 24.577 

15 23.556 26.208 26.996 26.261 

16 24.350 27.091 27.906 27.146 

17 23.705 26.374 27.167 26.427 

18 23.938 26.634 27.434 26.687 

19 23.446 26.086 26.870 26.138 

20 22.472 25.002 25.754 25.005 
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21 21.192 23.579 24.287 23.626 

22 20.223 22.500 23.176 22.545 

23 21.361 23.766 24.481 23.814 

24 21.931 24.400 25.133 24.449 

Table 3. Ratio between the mean of each dataset 

Mean_2009/mean_2008 1.028 

Mean_2009/mean_2007 0.998 

Mean_2009/mean_2006 0.897 

Table 4. Sum of error between centroids of each clustering and 

original centroids 

 PCA CS 

Error (w) 1.1093e+08 3.6777e+07 

Table 5. Probability of occurrence 

 PCA CS 

Error (w) 1.1093e+08 3.6777e+07 

Table 6. Time computation comparison 

 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

Raw clustering 0.4994 0.4364 0.0641 

PCA and 

clustering 
0.6873 0.2500 0.0627 

CS and clustering 0.5900 0.3501 0.0556 

 

 

Fig. 7. Centroid of clusters in each method of clustering 

4. Conclusions  

In this study, the linkage-ward method as one of the famous 
methods of hierarchical clustering is applied on the industrial power 
consumption pattern of Kaveh industrial area in Iran, which is 
measured during four years. We have three kinds of clustering in 
this study; I- raw clustering (i.e. original clustering of the entire 
dataset), II- PCA clustering (i.e. applying the PCA technique for 
dimension reduction prior to clustering), and III- the proposed 
comparative strainer (CS) clustering (i.e. applying the clustering on 
a small part of dataset, and then straining the outliers through 
comparing). The results of these methods are compared with each 
other. The aim of this comparison is to provide evidence that the 
proposed method of dimension reduction not only reduces the time 
of analyzing but also increases the accuracy of clustering. Therefore, 
this algorithm can be effective for applying on big dataset, before 

clustering. Due to the fact that by installing advanced metering 
infrastructure, we face big data in the field of smart grid, CS can be 
considered as a powerful method in this field.  Since Kaveh will face 
with the power supply problem, power suppliers can extract 
informative material about the actual consumption from the result of 
this paper and define proper tariffs. 
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